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1. Introduction
Nowadays, antibacterial properties of metals, 

metal oxides, metal sulphides, as well as composites 
containing metal structures have attracted 
substantial attentions. Additionally, nanoscaled 
materials have been widely used as antibacterial 
agents [1].  Antibacterial properties of numerous 
nanostructures such as CuS[2], gentamicin coated 
iron oxide nanoparticles[3], Ag-related and Cu 
nanostructures[4, 5], TiO2-chitosan[6], TaN-
Cu[7], Fe3O4-Ag [8], ZnO nanostructures and 
composites[1, 9], etc. have been examined. The 
achieved results have declared that enhancing 
the mass fraction of Cu in SiO2@Cu composite 
augments the antibacterial activity [10]. As 

presented by Liu et al., enhancing surface area to 
volume ratio of copper particles is the key factor 
to promote its antibacterial properties [7]. Besides, 
the CuS nanostructure has illustrated intense 
antibacterial properties[2]. The Cu+ can react 
with H2O2 from the respiration of the bacterium, 
creating OH• and Cu2+. The emerged radicals and 
Cu2+ react with membrane and DNA of bacteria, 
killing them[11, 12]. The proposed mechanisms 
can be extended for diverse ions including Fe2+ 
[13]. Moreover, Fe2O3 nanoparticles have revealed 
growth inhibition of bacteria [14]. Phytosynthesis 
of the Fe2O3 nanoparticles demonstrated a proper 
antibacterial property on Escherichia coli (E. 
coli) and Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) 

In this research, the dependence of CuFe2O4 particle size on the antibacterial properties was investigated. 
The morphology of the particles was controlled in the presence or lack of glucose as a novel capping agent. 
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bacteria[15]. Based on the reported researches, 
the antibacterial activity of metals and metal 
oxides including Ag, ZnO, Cu, CuO, Cu2O, and etc 
depends on the size, morphology, concentration, 
shape, and crystalline phase of the solid phase, as 
well as number and type bacteria. The obtained 
results attested that the surface area to volume ratio 
plays the vital role paving the way for antibacterial 
features. The enhancement of this factor promotes 
the metal oxide interactions with bacteria at the 
grain boundaries. The size effect of metal oxide 
particles on the antibacterial properties has been 
reported[16]. The obtained results showed that 
the antibacterial properties on E. coli enhance 
by diminishing Cu2O particle size[17]. On the 
other hand, the recent research has shown that 
the antibacterial property of CuO has a clear 
compromise with the particle size. It was found that 
by reducing the particle size from 26 to 20 nm, the 
inhibition of bacterial growth E. coli, P. aeruginosa, 
B. subtilis and S. aureus increases[18]. Interestingly, 
the antibacterial properties of Fe3O4 are improved 
by augmenting the concentration[18, 19]. Recently, 
the microwave absorbing properties of the bare 
or capped CuFe2O4 nanoparticles using PVDF 
or silicone rubber mediums have been reported 
by our research group[20]. Moreover, the size 
influence on the antibacterial activity of the spinel 
CuCr2O4 structure dispersed in PVDF or silicone 
rubber media was investigated using glucose as a 
capping agent[21]. It should be noted that there 
is not any report related to the size-dependent 
CuFe2O4 structure on the antimicrobial properties. 
In this study, glucose was used as a novel organic 
template and a magnetic antibacterial structure 
was architected, based on the CuFe2O4. We have 
scrupulously investigated the size and medium 
effect on growth inhibition of bacteria.

2. Experimental 
2.1. Precursors and instruments 

Chemical precursors including the 
dimethylformamide (DMF), Fe (NO3)3 * 9 H2O, 
ammonia solution 25%, Cu (NO3)2 * 3 H2O, citric 
acid monohydrate, and glucose were suplied from 
MEREK, while silicone rubber was provided from 
ELASTOSIL® M4503. E. coli 1330 and S. aureus 
25935 were obtained from Persian Type Culture 
Collection (PTCC), Iranian Research Organization 
for Science and Technology (IROST). This study 
was carried out using FT-IR (Shimadzu 8400 
S) and FE-SEM (Tuscan Mira3) to investigate 

fuctional groups and morphologies. Philips X’Pert 
MPD used to identify the crystal structure. The 
magnetic properties of synthesized particles were 
characterized using IRI Kashan VSM. Eventually, 
the antibacterial properties of CuFe2O4 were studied 
in agar medium (AM) by E. coli and S. aureus.

2.2. Preparation of bare and modified CuFe2O4 
by the sol-gel method

The bare and modified CuFe2O4 were prepared 
based on our previous works [20, 22-24]. Briefly, 
copper and iron nitrate salts (molar ratio of 1 to 
2) were dissolved in distilled water. Afterwards, 
the citric acid (molar ratio of 1 to 1 with cationic 
metals) was added to the solution. Noteworthy, 
to prepare modified CuFe2O4 glucose based on 
the esterification reaction (molar ratio of 1 to 1 
between carboxyl and hydroxyl groups) was used. 
In the next step, the pH was tuned around 8 by 
ammonia and then a wet gel was obtained at 80 ° C. 
Next, the wet gel was dried at 350 °C (for 4 h) and 
eventually calcined for 3 h at 850 °C.

2.3. Preparation of antibacterial films
The antibacterial films were prepared based on 

our recent researches [20, 25, 26]. Briefly, PVDF 
was dissolved in DMF and then CuFe2O4 (bare 
or modified) with 35% Wt. (guest/host + guest) 
was suspended in the aforementioned solution. 
Eventually, the PVDF composites were molded at 
200 °C.

To prepare silicone rubber composites, firstly, 
CuFe2O4 particles (bare or modified) were blended 
in the silicon resin with 35 Wt.% (guest/host 
(resin + hardener) + guest). Next, the hardener 
(hardener/resin= 20 Wt.%) was loaded and blended 
to mold the bare or modified CuFe2O4/silicone 
rubber composite. PVDF and silicone rubber were 
used as polymeric matrices for investigating and 
comparing their antibacterial properties. Scheme 
1 displays the schematic illustration related to the 
synthetic scenario of the antibacterial composites.

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration related to the 
synthetic scenario of the antibacterial composites

2.4. Procedure for the antibacterial evaluation 
The antibacterial activity of the composites 

was investigated using 1.5 * 108  colony-forming 
units (CFU.ml-1) of bacteria (S. aureus and 
E.coli) in a Muller Hinton agar medium by 
diffusion method, for bare and modified CuFe2O4 
composites. The DMF and Tween80 were used to 
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improve the diffusion of the bare and modified 
CuFe2O4 composites. Initially, the bare or modified 
composites (1*1cm) were separately soaked in a 
solution of Tween80 with 0.05% (V.V-1) or DMF 
and then placed in a culture medium containing 
bacteria. Also, a saturated suspension of the bare 
and modified CuFe2O4/PVDF were separately 
prepared using the DMF to assess their antibacterial 
characteristics by the hole-plate diffusion method 
(height= 1 cm and diameter= 0.5 cm). Afterwards, 
the culture mediums containing the samples were 
placed at 4 °C for 2 h and eventually incubated in 
37 °C for 24 h.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. XRD patterns

The crystalline structures of the bare and 
modified CuFe2O4 were assessed by XRD technique 
(Fig. 1). The obtained peaks testified that the 

tetragonal crystal system of CuFe2O4 has been 
synthesized, based on JCPDS: [00-034-0425]. 
The observed diffraction peak at 2q= 45.27 ° is 
associated with (111) Bragg reflection, emerged 
by formed CuO structure (JCPDS: [00-048-1548]) 
[20, 23, 24, 27].

3.2. FE-SEM micrographs
The FE-SEM micrographs demonstrated 

that the organic capping agent has changed the 
morphology of the structures, leading to an 
enhancement in average size of the particles. 
The average size of the bare structures was about 
250 nm meanwhile it was about 1000 nm for the 
capped structures. Meanwhile, both particles have 
the uniform hierarchical structures. The presence 
of the capping agent due to the enhancing ignition 
temperature compared to citric acid as well as 
hydrogen bonding augments average size. On 

Fig. 1-  XRD patterns of the bare and capped nanostructures.

Scheme 1- Schematic illustration related to the synthetic scenario of the antibacterial composites.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040603102000680
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040603102000680
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the other hand, the created polyester, originated 
from the esterification between carboxylic (from 
citric acid) and hydroxyl (from glucose) groups 
can act as a cages, changing the morphology of 
the particles (Fig. 2). The recent researches have 
declared that the decomposition temperatures of 
glucose and sucrose are more than citric acid and 
loading the sucrose enhances the thermal stability 
of blended citric acid/sucrose [28-30]. Moreover, 
the current works have demonstrated that inserting 
the sucrose or glucose can modify the morphology 
of the nanoparticles in the presence of citric acid 
which may be originated from the aforementioned 
mechanisms  [20, 22, 31-33]. 

3.3. FT-IR spectra
Fig. 3 presents FT-IR spectra of bare and 

modified CuFe2O4. The stretching vibration of 
the adsorbed CO2 was confirmed by the observed 
peak at 2337 cm-1 [20]. The stretching vibrations 
of copper ferrite related to the octahedral and 
tetrahedral sites are shown with the peaks at 423 and 
574 cm−1[25, 34]. The obtained parallel absorption 
bands manifest that the chemical structure of the 
bare and modified CuFe2O4 is same; nevertheless, 
the peak intensity of bare nanoparticles is more 
than the modified structure that can be generated 
from its smaller size. The assigned peaks at 1531, 
1676, and 3500 cm−1 are indexed to the bending and 
stretching vibrations of the residual -OH groups at 
the grain boundaries of copper ferrite structures 

as well as hydrogen-bonded H2O[20, 24, 26]. The 
achieved spectra attested that there is not any FT-
IR peak associated with the organic functional 
groups of the used precursors, illustrating that all 
of the impurities have been eliminated after heat 
treatment [35].

3.4. Magnetic properties 
Table 1 exposes the values of the saturation 

magnetization (Ms), coercivity (Hc), and remanent 
magnetization (Mr) for bare and modified CuFe2O4. 
The hysteresis loops were obtained in the applied 
field range of −8500 < Oe < +8500 in a vibrating 
frequency of 25 Hz at the room temperature. 

Fig. 3-  FT-IR of CuFe2O4 structures.

Fig. 2-  FE-SEM micrographs of the (a) modified and (b) bare CuFe2O4.

Table 1- Magnetic parameters of CuFe2O4 structures
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The hysteresis loops exhibited that the Ms of the 
modified particles were improved. According to the 
Snoek’s law it is clear that, magnetic characteristics 
are deepened on the size of the structures [36, 37] 
(Fig. 4).

3.5. Antibacterial evaluation 
Figs. 5 and 6 show that the bare and modified 

CuFe2O4/silicon rubber soaked in Tween80 (ST) 
and CuFe2O4/PVDF evaluated by hole-plate 
diffusion method have considerable inhibition 
zone in both polymeric mediums against E.coli 
and S. aureus. In this study the relationship 
between the antibacterial property and the particle 
size was dissected using the CuFe2O4. It was found 
that the bare CuFe2O4 structures demonstrated 
more antibacterial properties, emerged from their 
more surface area to volume ratio (Figs. 5 and 6). 
Although the antibacterial mechanism of the metal 
oxides is not clear, nevertheless several specific 
mechanisms have been proposed. The achieved 
results illustrate that the antibacterial activity 
of polymer/metal oxide composites is emerged 

by the activity of metal particles and released 
metallic ions from the composite. Numerous 
studies have mentioned that the released ions from 
polymer/metal oxide composites is the dominant 
mechanism, bringing antibacterial activity[12, 
38]. Additionally, the interactions of the water 
molecules, from the bacterial medium, at the 

Fig. 4-  Hysteresis loops of the capped and bare CuFe2O4.

Fig. 5-  Antibacterial tests of 1) bare and 2) modified/silicone rubber as well as 3) bare 
and 4) modified nanoparticles/PVDF ST.

Fig. 6-  Antibacterial tests of 5) bare and 6) modified nanoparticles/PVDF SD as well as 
7) modified and 8) bare nanoparticles/PVDF evaluated by hole-plate diffusion method.
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metal oxide interfaces lead to the corrosion of 
them releasing metallic ions. The antibacterial 
characteristics of the CuFe2O4 suspended in 
PVDF or silicon rubber media may be derived 
from its corrosion leading to release Cu2+ and 
Fe3+ ions. The produced Cu2+ directly interacts 
with the atoms existing in the bacterium, such 
as nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen, which can kill it. 
This phenomenon realized by the change in the 
structure and conformation of nucleic acids and 
proteins of bacteria. Moreover, adsorbed Cu2+ on 
the macromolecules of the bacterial cell distorts 
them, which the damaged bacterial membrane 
allows that other ion intake to the bacteria 
cell[12]. It is well known that alone Fe3+ has not 
any antibacterial activity, but E. coli and S. aureus 
bacteria can absorb Fe3+ and reducing them to Fe2+. 
It should be noted that produced Fe2+ can inhibit 
bacterial growth through the fenton reaction, 
based on the reactive oxygen species (ROS)[12, 
39]. Particularly, hydrogen peroxide, produced by 
bacterial aerobic respiration, oxidizes Fe2+ to Fe3+ 
developing ROS (OH- and OH●). The produced 
ROS reacts with different parts of bacteria such 
as carbohydrate, protein, and DNA eventually 
killing bacterium[12, 40]. Interestingly, the soaked 
PVDF composites did not show any inhibition 
zone, originated by more dipole interaction of 
the fluorine atoms within the PVDF mediums 
compared to the silicone rubber. The n→s* 
interactions between the fluorine atoms and grain 
boundaries lead to cover the CuFe2O4 structures 

by PVDF confining the interactions between 
the CuFe2O4 structures and bacteria. Hence, the 
CuFe2O4/PVDF soaked in DMF (SD) and ST 
did not show any zone of inhibition. Meanwhile, 
the achieved results refer that by dissolving 
the CuFe2O4/PVDF composites in DMF the 
antibacterial activity of the CuFe2O4 structures is 
appeared. More significantly, the obtained results 
attest that PVDF has no antibacterial activity. Fig. 
7 has depicted a column chart of antibacterial 
activity of the samples. 

4. Conclusion
In this study, the bare and modified CuFe2O4 

nanoparticles with tetragonal structure were 
prepared using the sol-gel method in the absence 
or presence the glucose as a novel organic 
capping agent. The XRD patterns confirmed the 
crystal structure of the obtained copper ferrite 
nanoparticles and the FT-IR spectra illustrated 
that the nanoparticles have been synthesized 
without any organic impurity. Interestingly, the 
FE-SEM micrographs revealed that the capping 
agent enhanced the size of the nanoparticles. 
Moreover, the hysteresis loops illustrated the size 
effects on magnetic characteristics. Noteworthy, 
the presented antibacterial results exhibited the 
influence of the surface area  to  volume ratio on 
zone of inhibition. More significantly, the novel 
separable antibacterial magnetic nanostructure 
demonstrated inhibition zones with the both 
PVDF and silicone rubber mediums. 

Fig. 7-  a column chart of antibacterial activity of A) bare CuFe2O4 /silicone rubber (ST), B) modified CuFe2O4/ silicone rubber (ST), C) 
bare CuFe2O4/ PVDF (hole-plate diffusion method), D) modified CuFe2O4/ PVDF (hole-plate diffusion method), E) modified CuFe2O4/ 
PVDF (SD), F) bare CuFe2O4/ PVDF (SD), G) bare CuFe2O4/ PVDF (ST), H) modified CuFe2O4/ PVDF (ST).
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